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Midland-Penetanguishene Field Naturalists 

Box 393 Midland, ON L4R 4L1 
Email: mpfieldnaturalists@gmail.com 

 
 

Wednesday November 16 2022 
 
To: Members of the Standing Committee  
   on Heritage, Infrastructure and Cultural Policy 
 
From: The Midland-Penetanguishene Field Naturalists 
 

Re Bill 23: We stand for wetlands 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read our submission. 
 
We have kept it focused. There are so many issues in the proposed Bill 23 and related initiatives 
that cause us immense concern, regarding which we will leave comment to others – the gutting 
of Conservation Authorities, the removal of lands from the Green Belt and the Oak Ridges 
Moraine, the jettisoning of sensible planning principles, and the failure to address the 
affordable housing issue.   
 
On the latter point, organizations more qualified than ours point out that there is no shortage 
of available and suitable land for development and that the Ontario government’s proposed 
changes will raise property taxes and housing costs, all within the context of an attack on an 
already stressed and degraded natural world.  
 
We write in defence of wetlands. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
         

Wetland inhabitants: Green Frog, Great Blue Heron, threatened Blanding’s Turtles 
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Midland Penetanguishene Field Naturalists are privileged to live at the western end of the Land 
Between, a region of exceptional biodiversity that sits at the point of contact of the Canadian 
Shield and the St. Lawrence Lowlands.  
 
LAND OF WATER 
 
This is a land of lakes, waterways and wetlands. It’s a land of fertile farms and thriving 
communities. It is also a land where sprawl has arrived in the form of poorly planned 
development, often outside of settlement boundaries and away from needed infrastructure. In 
some cases, much-loved green space within urban boundaries has been targeted. Forests are 
being fragmented, waterways are being polluted and in many areas of North Simcoe, housing 
prices are rising beyond the reach of many local residents. 
 
This is a land of water: we are privileged to be stewards of the purest water known to science. 
Our club fought an ill-advised plan to locate a dumpsite atop the aquifer where this pristine 
water was identified. This precious resource, recharged through the Simcoe (Waverley) 
Uplands, is now threatened by aggregate extraction.  
 
Unfortunately, in view of the inadequacy of provincial legislative tools, local residents and their 
supporters have had to call on the Canadian government to step in and use federal powers to 
protect this water (House of Commons petition e-3867, signed by 4446 people). Ontario’s 
inadequate protections are only being further dismantled with the proposed changes. 
 
As naturalists, we are on the landscape, we observe the effect of climate change, we see 
habitat being lost and we are here to remind you that none of this is necessary. 
 
Science and indigenous knowledge identify creative changes to the way we build and to the 
spaces where we build that solve the many existential threats we as a species have brought 
upon ourselves. Solutions have been found that will meet the housing needs of our young 
people, of new immigrants and of lower income residents without sacrificing the natural world.  
 
But the Ontario government is set against these ideas. Municipalities where such solutions are 
being implemented now find the government seeking to prevent the establishment of green 
development standards. 
 
Bill 23 and the proposed policy changes announced by the Ontario government do not follow 
the path of conservation and science, but rather one of destruction and denial of scientific fact. 
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As naturalists, we choose to speak for wetlands, which have been targeted as largely valueless 
in the proposed changes. For thousands of years, indigenous people understood the value of 
wetlands, using them for subsistence farming, haying, herding, fishing, hunting and gathering 
(including hundreds of plants and fungi that had medicinal uses). 
 
CATASTROPHIC FLOOD 
 
In modern times, a dramatic demonstration of the value of wetlands was noted after a 
catastrophic flood hit Calgary in June 2013. Eighty thousand people were displaced, 
infrastructure damages totalled $409 million, the emergency response cost $55 Million, and 
recovery costs were $323 million. Financial losses and property damage across southern 
Alberta totalled $6 billion.  
 
The flood was aggravated because most of the peatlands in and around the city had been 
drained to make way for residential development. The 2013 catastrophe could have been 
worse, but fortunately a small wetland to the west of Calgary had been left in place. Had the 
beaver-managed Sibbald Fen and other remnant wetlands not been there to sponge up and 
store some of the water, the flood peaks would have doubled, John Pomeroy, Canada Research 
Chair in Water Resources and Climate Change and other researchers at the University of 
Saskatchewan have concluded. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How little we value the beaver. But the more we learn about this industrious creature, the 
more we find that its activities enhance the useful functions of a wetland, increasing the 
number and variety of plants, birds, fish and wildlife species, sustaining biodiversity and 
improving the benefits on which Ontarians depend for health and well-being. 
 
Southern Ontario was once described as a vast sea of contiguous forest, lakes, rivers and 
wetlands with scattered islands of open spaces, grasslands, and prairies. A 2017 Ontario 
government strategy paper estimated that 72 per cent of those southern wetlands have been 
drained or filled in. The paper noted that our province is home to unique Great Lakes coastal 
wetlands, connected by surface water to Great-Lakes-system lakes or channels.  
 
“These wetlands are among the region’s most ecologically valuable and productive habitats, 
providing a number of essential ecosystem services to Ontarians. This includes improving Great 
Lakes water quality by filtering pollutants and sediment; storing and cycling nutrients and 

   
 
 

The Beaver, 
supreme 
landscape 
engineer.  
The Ovenbird, 
resident of 
unfragmented  
forest. 
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organic material from land into the aquatic food web; and reducing flooding and erosion during 
periods of high water. These wetlands provide an important habitat for wildlife, including a 
migratory habitat for waterfowl, and breeding/spawning and nursery habitats for many Great 
Lakes species.” 
 
Wetlands are under threat due to multiple factors (not counting current government plans): the 
impact of climate change on stream flows, the spread of invasive species, changes in water 
temperature due to surrounding land use, increased water usage to support population growth, 
increased habitat fragmentation in urban areas… 
 
WETLANDS HAVE VALUE 
 
Until now, there has been government recognition that wetlands have value – not merely in 
flood and erosion control but inherent value, the effects of which our society is still working to 
research and understand. Bill 23 and the proposed policy changes discard that value and 
eliminate the ability of decision-makers to understand the nature of a particular threat to a 
wetland, and its cumulative impact across a watershed. The only experts whose opinions will 
count will be those hired by developers.  
 
As naturalists, we reject the thinking that underlies these changes – that our species may 
wilfully disregard the needs of other life forms, particularly those already identified as species 
at risk. Humanity as a whole is the poorer when a species is lost in Ontario or, worse, is lost to 
the world through extinction. Ontario used to have a robust framework for protecting species 
at risk but that has steadily been eroded in recent decades and now, it appears, the plan is to 
abandon such protection entirely.  
 
In 1971, an important international treaty was negotiated in the Iranian city of Ramsar. Canada 
is a signatory. Its aim is to identify and preserve wetlands that are globally important to 
migratory birds - there are eight such wetlands in Ontario, two in our area (Matchedash Bay 
Provincial Wildlife Area and the Minesing Wetlands).  
 
As naturalists we spend a lot of our time in wetlands, and we are keenly attuned to the 
migratory patterns of the many birds that cross our continent twice a year, using wetlands for 
feeding and rest during their arduous journey.  We are sadly aware that the numbers of most 
birds are in continuing decline. We also take note of many small undesignated areas that flood 
each spring, attracting hundreds of birds, as well as birders who flock to see the migrants pass. 
We fear the loss of these small but vital stopovers. Migratory birds face ever more challenges, 
they cannot take many more hits.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

        

Green Heron, Prothonotary Warbler, Golden-winged Warbler (both warblers are endangered) 
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It is proposed that a drastic overhaul of the way wetlands are evaluated will eliminate the role 
of experts from the ministry of natural resources and forestry. It appears experts from 
conservation authorities may no longer be involved. The anticipated result: Many if not most 
existing Provincially Significant Wetlands would be vulnerable to declassification, leaving them 
open to destruction, and few presently unevaluated wetlands will achieve that designation.  
 
We note with extreme concern that the Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority states: “If 
the new legislation is passed, the wetland evaluation score of the Minesing Wetlands will be 
greatly diminished, and many wetlands, including the Mad River portion of the complex will not 
meet PSW (Provincially Significant Wetland) status.” 
 
Part of the new evaluation is to eliminate wetland complexing - recognition of the fact that 
small wetlands are ecologically linked. The plan is for each small wetland to be considered on 
its own, without consideration of the big-picture impact on habitat, connectivity, drainage and 
other features of a complex. 
 
A new offsetting policy will allow a wetland to be drained, filled and built on if a developer pays 
into a fund that will create another wetland elsewhere – an approach that has proven to be 
unsuccessful in the 30 or so years since it was first undertaken. Wetlands are not created, at 
least in the short term - they arise from a host of environmental conditions that have been in 
place for centuries.   
 
Another proposal: Developers are to be allowed to place small streams underground. This will 
adversely impact water quality as well natural heritage. 
 
All of these measures will have a dreadful effect on our wetlands. We urge the Minister of 
Municipal Affairs and Housing to withdraw them. 
 
DENIAL OF DEMOCRACY 
 
Our final point: as citizens we are outraged by the undemocratic nature of some of the 
proposed changes. It is as if every effort has been made to find and block any avenue a citizen 
might have to legitimately challenge ill-advised development:  
- The Planning Act will no longer require that the public is notified of proposed 

development. 
- The public will not have the right to appeal municipal council decisions, only developers 

may do so. 
- The Ontario government will have the power to override municipal council decisions, 

change official plans and impose development.  
- The Ontario Land Tribunal will have power to order an unsuccessful party (read citizens) 

to pay a successful party’s (read developer) costs. Previously, costs orders were based 
on egregious or frivolous behaviour, not on the outcome of a decision.  
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- The Ontario Land Tribunal will have expanded power to dismiss an appeal without a 
hearing. 

 
At no point during the June election were Ontario voters told of these plans to 
disenfranchise them of a say in how their communities and neighbourhoods are to change, 
and at no time were they debated.  
 
Now, debate is being curtailed to an extreme extent by the government’s intention of 
rushing through the legislation – at a time when there is a hiatus at the municipal level, with 
existing councils departing and new councils only just being sworn in. This is profoundly 
wrong. We urge this committee to find a better way. 
 
Thank you   
  
Robert Codd, president 
Anthony Taliana, vice-president 
Susan MacDonald, treasurer 
Heather Gray Toner, secretary 
Susan Codd 

Kate Harries 
Susan Hirst 
Peter Hough 
Ken MacDonald  
All photos by local naturalists 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Black Tern and chicks - species of special concern 


